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Assalamu alaikum. How are you my dear? Again I am here for your entertainment and for your 

learning with fun obviously. Wait, wait! Are you drinking lots of water regularly? I want to hear yes, 

okay. One more thing, what about your cleanliness? You must wash your hands properly and always 

follow the rules of cleanliness that you have learnt in your science book ... alright! Let’s start today’s 

journey... 

Mathematics                   
 

You are the hero in Maths. So let’s start with a new 

chapter today. What about doing something from 
Measurement. Yes, correct first of all open your Maths 
Mileage Book at Page: 157 and solve exercise 10.1. Are you 
done? Good job! 
 

Now go to page Page 160 and do exercise 10.2  
Later open Page 163 and do exercise 10. Make sure you 
write date and day on your book. 

Play                                         
                                   
I think you want to play after doing Maths work.  

Let’s do something creative. You will say five new words 
with the letters: B, F, R, C and O. I know you can do it very 
easily. You can name things you find around your room. 
Then, what are you waiting for!  
 

Science                                     
                               
Hello...I am back again with your Science Voyage Book. 
Today I must assure you that you will love to read science. 
So open your Science Voyage Book at Page 98. Do you 
know what’s that? It’s about Water. 
So start your reading from Page 98 to 105. When you are 
done with reading do the exercises: A, B, C  
and Q/A from Page: 102,103 

Bangla   
                        
সবাই আমাদের মা- বাবা ও দেশদে ভাদ াবাসস ও সম্মান েসর। 

এবার আমরা সবাই সনদের সবষদে অনুদেে স খার দেষ্টা েসর। 
 আমাদের দেশ 

আমরা সবাই আমাদের পাঠ্য বই আমার বাাংলা বই এর পাঠ্ 

মুক্তিয াদ্ধাযের কথা দেদে গল্পতা পদর দ্রত পঠ্ন অনুশী ন 

েরব। 

হাদতর স খা বইদে প্রসতসেন ১ পৃষ্ঠা েদর হাদতর দ খা অনুশী ন 

েরদত ভু দব না সেন্তু! 

English Language                 
                            
Are you done with Pronoun? That’s fine!  Today you 
will study Preposition from Grammar Gear Book 
Chapter-12.Read the chapter and do the exercise 
A,B,C in the book. Good job my dear! 

Islamic Studies                            
                                  
In Islamic Studies Book-1, today you just have to read a 
chapter and try to understand the meaning of this chapter. 
So grab your Islamic studies book-1 and read the Page 102. 
Very good! You really did a good job!  

 Craft                                            
 
 
Hey, wait! I want to give you a task. Can you make a  boat 
with a paper? 
 
 
 If yes then please make one paper boat for your favourite 
teacher. You can use colour paper to make your boat.  

Arabic 
 
Revise the Arabic Reading Skills Book page 17 & 18 again 
and then write the words in your copy. 
 

That’s all for today...bye! 

 


